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When we talk of wedding anniversary, the thought of gift comes immediately in mind. wedding
anniversary presents should be different from gifts for any other occasion especially when couples
are gifting each other. A wedding anniversary is always special for a couple. This is the day when
they were united and promised each other of their lifelong company. With each passing year, the
bond gets stronger and people become more emotional for each other. At some point of time,
material gift does not matter at all. However, that does not mean you would stop giving gifts
because these are always welcome and let you express what you feel for the other person.

Giving wedding anniversary gifts by year is also a nice idea. Different anniversary years have
different significance and thus termed differently. The various terms are like wooden for 5th, tin for
10th, crystal for 15th, China for 20th, silver for 25th, pearl for 30th, ruby for 40th, golden for 50,
diamond for 60th anniversary and the list goes on like this. Though some countries term the years
differently but most of the countries term them as mentioned above. The tradition is believed to be
originated in medieval Germany. The tradition is to present the couple with a silver garland on their
25th anniversary by the neighbors or friends.

This is done to congratulate the couple for staying with each other for such a long time. Likewise, on
50th anniversary, the give would be a wreath of gold. The symbols have changed over the years
and German tradition assigned gifts as per the different stages of married life. It is better to gift as
per the symbols of the present day in order make it more real. One must be creative in his ideas
when planning to gift something symbolical with the year of anniversary celebration. 
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For more information on a wedding anniversary gifts by year, check out the info available online;
these will help you learn to find the a wedding anniversary presents!
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